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Every group has to evolve to remain dynamic and relevant.
When we added the ‘C’reative to ACPME, the hope was to
engage designers, photographers and marketing teams as
well as print managers. This issue shows that we’re making
great strides.
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photography, advertising and
production management
www.creativescrum.co.uk
To advertise call Darren on
07872 417028
or email comms@acpme.ac.uk
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01527 893675
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Welcome to Issue 10 of pages. In this
issue we focus on creativity, looking
back at the fantastic gathering we held
at Loughborough University. We hear
what ACPME means to a few of our
valued FE members. We highlight how
members have been using the speciallycommissioned Value for Money report
and take a look at your latest
equipment purchases.
It gives me great delight to announce
that, after going down a storm in the
East Midlands, Pauline Matturi will be

We hope this issue whets your appetite
to join us and book for Belton Woods.
We’ve extended the Early Bird offer until
1 Feb 2020. Book now and be sure not
to miss out.
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PUTTING THE
‘C’ INTO ACPME
The fantastic attendance at
Loughborough University’s recent ‘Developing your
in-house creative teams’ day showed the network
is going from strength-to-strength. Designers,
marketeers and photographers from across
the UK assembled to mix and learn from
like-minded industry peers.

This event was kindly supported by Konica Minolta
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REPUTATION, RELATIONSHIPS
AND ADVOCACY

Emma started by outlining her experiences
at previous institutions, including closing
some in-house services, before explaining
how she embraced working with and
developing Alison’s open-minded Creative
and Print Services team.
She shed light on how Loughborough
University developed a strategic marketing
plan, with buy-in from relevant stakeholders,
and how they have maximised synergies
within and outside the University to develop
a digital-first team approach that has led
to almost 100 awards during her tenure –
including some from outside of HE.

Emma discussed how the strategic
marketing plan was implemented, which
included mapping their customer journey,
and shared her views on the importance
of authenticity in all their customer-centric
content across platforms and channels.
We heard how the team built a base of
influencers, advocates and a community
using dynamic, visually appealing and
shareable bite-sized content.
Emma talked about avoiding ‘shiny
things syndrome’ and explained how their
marketing has made a huge impact despite
minimal budget.
Emma explained how they have sourced
data from staff, students and suppliers, and
partnered cleverly with external agencies to
gain sector insight and fresh thinking.
We looked at campaign examples that
spanned channels – including personalised
print, video, events (like a red arrows fly-past
and defibrillator training) and social media –
to attract, engage and inform customers.
Emma explained how success hasn’t only
been about creating campaigns, but on
how results are: collected, analysed and
interpreted, shared to provide insights, used
to implement change, and monitored and
evaluated in a continuous cycle – making the
most out of every penny invested.

PITCHING FOR SUCCESS
Building on Emma’s session, Matt Cawrey,
Print Account Handler and Paul Atkins,
Design Team Leader, shone light on their
creative process – from brief to buy-in.
Using powerful case studies, the duo
explained how the Loughborough University
in-house design team deals with enquiries
in order to gather facts and establish a
clear brief.
They talked about matching team members’
skills to jobs and the importance of
considering delivery across multiple
channels at an early stage.
The creative journey was mapped out:
from team briefings, through research, to
mood-boards and highly-polished design
presentations – offering clear rationales
for each stage.
Persuasive pitches for a number of highprofile projects were discussed. These
illustrated how large teams can pull together
to generate strong and authentic concepts.

The team advocated using images that
show ‘what you want, not what you have’
in Photoshop mock-ups – to provide
agency-like pitches rather than a get what
you’re given service.
Their finely-crafted visuals showed how
jobs might look and function once printed,
as well as how graphics may be developed
to support and enhance across digital
campaigns.
Some of the pitches contained concept
videos where the design team had
collaborated with their video and digital
design colleagues.
It was clear that the bigger picture and the
wider game are embedded in their creative
thinking. An approach typified in one visual
that showed how a design might develop
over a number of years (overleaf).

Creative tips included:
• Focusing on the quality of options
not quantity
• Understanding expectations and
exceeding them!
• Developing a collaborative process
• Listening and being prepared
to compromise
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The first session of an action-packed
day saw Emma Leech, Loughborough
University’s Director of Marketing and
Advancement, share her honest insights
on working with agencies, building creative
collaborations and developing empowered,
influential, award-winning teams.

• Building and living up to an awardwinning reputation – ACPME,
PDMA’s, Digital Printer awards…
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 More than a layout

This selection of visuals show how
a Loughborough University pitch
often spans print, digital and video.

Use ‘what you want’
photographs… not
‘what you have’.

Concepts were presented in
pitches across website banners,
motion graphics, static advertising
and large format applications.
A pitch was presented that
included embedded video ideas
where the designers had worked
with the video team to test double
exposure footage.

 Think ahead
Demonstrate how a
concept has legs and
can be used not only
across platforms but
over time also.

 Show how it will
look… and how it works
An example of a diecut cover design and
a second visual to
demonstrating how the
fold-out would function.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
AND DESIGN

tO

spaces to private and closed forums where you
can’t control what is being said. He shared views on
how empowering and steering what is talked about
becomes the focus and mentioned Loughborough
University’s use of social tool-kits and templates.
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In a polished and humorous presentation,
Liam Ross discussed what it means to be a
Digital Engagement Officer. He outlined the breadth
of what ‘digital’ engagement encompasses, describing
trends within the current digital landscape, from
‘What happens in an Internet minute?’ to differing
forms of online advertising.
Liam invited comment on ‘Dark’ social – where
audiences are moving away from public ‘digital’

He highlighted some socially-conscious campaigns,
such as Iceland’s ‘No palm oil’ 2018 Christmas
advert, and how people-focused storytelling is
generating positive results.
Liam started discussions round the effectiveness
of some current online graphic styles and talked about
how digital spaces can be a place to bend
brand guidelines.
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Being enthusiastic
Looking at how we can best
use our equipment

Learning After Effects

To offer a great service
Looking at design trends

Being creative

Working collaboratively between departments

Team-building with our
marketing colleagues

Working with such reliance on
the agency framework

Moaning about clients

Negativity

Ridiculous workload and demands

Proper, strategic planning
Using my animation skills

Learning After Effects

Valuing our team

Believing
in myself
Taking pride in design
and the industry

Doing stuff for me

of a difference

To think more about the
brief and what is actually

Saying no
Questioning
More agile working

Promoting us

Writing a case for
my upgrade

Defining key priorities
including a business critical
portfolio for design including:
tone of voice, branding guide
and managing expectations

Planning where
I’m going next

Taking
risks Making more

Pushing for change
of attitude in senior
management

Facilitating
productivity and
risk-taking

Subscribing to
design magazines

Engaging clients more
at the start of projects

Always looking for
permission and advice
and be confident in my
ideas and decisions

START

Communicating with
marketing more

with colleagues

Inter-department
communication

Providing our customers with a
digitally-editable briefing form

Moaning about
management

Getting angry at
the competition –
work around them,
form strategies

Being more organised

Building and trading on
our reputation

Worrying

Pushing myself more
to develop skills

Gelling with the
wider team

Procrastinating

Taking things personally

Innovating

Collaborating

Motivating team to
increase digital skills

To accept the things
I cannot change

Taking on unnecessary work –
being too kind and unrealistic

Trying to hit
budgets

Being so hard on myself,
this is not just me

Doubting my ability and
taking the easy option

Working in silos

Saying yes to every job

Getting bogged
down in admin!

Working longer hours

Being the poor cousin!

Bad time
management

Using cheesy
stock shots

“That will do” content.

STOP

Designing and
creating work which
isn’t a priority but
a nice to have

To be more creative
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HR

Inefficient workflows with smaller
bread-and-butter projects

Letting people dictate
design – no word clouds!

Being flexible in working to
To develop and exchange digital services
tight deadlines
Excellent
Being nice to customer
Having a laugh
everyone service

Developing the
content team



The effervescent Pauline Matturi, HROD Service Manager, led a
particularly engaging session. She talked about how success is always
underpinned by people, from hockey teams to university service
departments, and discussed what makes an agile team. Pauline set a
task for everyone to think about their personal goals for 2020, goals for
their team and goals for their service. Geed-up, the attendees filled the
room with noise – chatting about priorities and filling Post-It notes with
‘Three things to stop, continue and start doing now’. The word-clouds
on this spread summarise the output.

Rushing around
after customers

Striving to make
changes in the
department
despite setbacks
and no progress

Engaging with staff and students

‘WHO’S LOOKING
AFTER THE SHOP?’

Silly briefs coming into the
studio without question

CONTINUE

Expanding
skillGetting bogged
setdown
and
in admin!
services
offered

Pushing myself to be the
best version of me I can be

Working
hard
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TO FIND OUT MORE, GO TO:
www.konicaminolta.co.uk/generate
or email us at generate@konicaminolta.co.uk

Provide a faster, more efﬁcient way...
24/7
Self-Serve

Equipment
Management

With Apex Self-Serve Solutions, you can
streamline routine tasks, manage equipment
and orders with 24/7 access to what they
need,when they need it.
Visit apexsupplychain.com for
additional information.

Order
Collection

© 2019 Apex Industrial Technologies LLC. All rights reserved. Apex Supply Chain Technologies and its mark are registered trademarks,
and AXCESS is a trademark of Apex Industrial Technologies LLC. UKIT-1323 ISS 11/19

KIP 600 SERIES
Lowest colour or black & white
print costs in the wide format industry

ENGINEERED TO EXCEED
EXPECTATIONS

RETHINK
STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT

KIP Contact Control Technology | Exact control of toner
particles through every stage of image development
Compact by Design | Fits in small spaces & more places
Workplace Efficiency | 360 A1 Prints per Hour |
Integrated Colour Scanner, Two Media Roll and Top/
Front Stacking
Extraordinary Productivity | Uninterrupted printing
at rated engine speed regardless of file complexity or
image coverage
Workflow Optimisation | True Smart Tablet function with
intuitive navigation and automation
Precision Imaging | Pinpoint accuracy, vivid colours and
true black printing
Image Durability | Delivers waterproof, UV resistant,
highlighter safe images that are resistant to heat,
friction and repeated handling

Augmented reality that brings print to life
genARate from Konica Minolta makes engaging
prospective students effortless, especially at a time
when competition to win them is greater than ever.
Augment your prospectus, marketing materials,
posters and signage to increase the impact and
improve the student experience.

This page is augmented, download genARate and experience AR

STEP 1:

Download our free app

STEP 2:

Point your device at a trigger image

Bring your students closer to you.
Available on the

KIP Customer Care Center:
+44 (0) 808 178 1350
kc3@kipuk.com

Learn More & Watch Video at:

www.KIP.com

Learn more at: genarate.konicaminolta.eu

GET IT ON

STEP 3:

Experience the magic of AR
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100% RECOMMENDATION FROM
FORTH VALLEY COLLEGE
I joined the ACPME group in 2018
just before the Annual Conference
at Norwich which was my first real
experience of the group.

FE COLLEGES FEEL REAL
VALUE IN THE ACPME FAMILY
Alongside growing our creative reach ACPME branched out
from Universities to embrace print and creative managers in
Further Education. They’ve become apart of the family and
enjoy everything from our conference to the email forum.

FURTHER ENHANCE YOUR SERVICE!
IT’S TIME TO JOIN ACPME TOO
We have been members of the
ACPME now for just over two years,
having previously being members
of the Reprographics Forum.

 Sam Holt, Design &
Print Team Leader
– Wakefield College

Print and creative departments
within educational institutions (be
that Further or Higher Education)
all face the same challenges and
issues, and being able to discuss
this with other teams has been
invaluable for us. The forum is
open and honest, and without
judgement, with everything from
supplier recommendations, job
specifications and benchmarking
being discussed and shared.
As a small Further Education
College team of four, we are
treated in entirely the same way
as a large university team of 15+.
We have gained an insight into
how universities approach
issues which has inspired and
encouraged us to tackle
situations differently.

We recently attended a Special
Interest Group (of which there
are many throughout the year)
at Loughborough University,
built around ‘Developing your
in-house creative team’. The day
was completely free, informative,
relevant and I took more away from
the day than at any ‘paid for’ event
I have ever attended.
The ACPME Annual Conference
is an amazing four day event, giving
you and your team a chance to
network with other institutions and
suppliers in a friendly and informal
environment (and it’s
also a lot of fun!)
I cannot recommend the ACPME
enough, and joining will be the best
decision you ever make!
Sam Holt
Design & Print Team Leader
– Wakefield College

 David Aitken,
Senior Graphics &
Media Officer
– Forth Valley College

The thought of attending the
conference for four days on my
own was at first a little daunting,
however I was immediately made
to feel very welcome, included in
discussion groups, networking
with others in similar situations
and there was so much on during
the days that there wasn’t ever
a quiet moment. There were
live demonstrations, engaging
speakers and suppliers were there
to show off their latest tech and
innovations.

Since then, through the contacts
I’ve made and the Association’s
mailing list, I have had valuable
information, advice and offers of
collaborative working from other
universities and colleges. I’ve
also attended ‘Special Interest
Groups’ including photography in
Glasgow. These happen frequently
throughout the year across the
country and are free for members
to attend. They are another great
way of meeting up with colleagues
from other establishments while
gaining more knowledge of a
specific subject.
I 100% recommend attending
conference for anyone working in
the creative or print sectors within
their university or college.
David Aitken
Senior Graphics & Media Officer
– Forth Valley College
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Enable cloud and
mobile printing
with secure card
payment
Pack your bags for another inspiring
adventure with your ACPME colleagues

Easy to use, easy to manage self
service pay-for-print station

CREATIVE CLIMATES
ACPME 2020 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Belton Woods, 31 May – 3 June 2020
We’ve taken on board your feedback, so there’ll

For those with photographers – NEW FOR 2020,

be plenty more of what you’ve requested – from

specific photography sessions over at least one

extended discussion groups led by members, to

conference day. We want photographers there

practical sessions and greater opportunities to

and we are working on a focused programme.

network, mingle and build on our famous

Book now and look forward to it for the rest

ACPME camaraderie.

•

Prints from USB drives and
mobile devices

•

Prints from cloud accounts like
Dropbox™, Google Drive™,
Box, Microsoft® OneDrive™ and
EFI™ PrintMe®

•

Enables payments with all
major credit cards, cash cards
and campus cards

•

Assures secure credit card
payment supporting EMV® with
latest chip authorization and
PCI Point-to-Point Encryption
(P2PE)™

of the year.

There’ll be the exhibition, with relevant suppliers
showcasing the products and services you need
to expand and develop your services.
And, of course, there’ll be the razzmatazz of the
ACPME Creative and Print Awards, the highlight
of the ACPME calendar – where we’ll celebrate
your team’s amazing work in style.

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATIONS
AVAILABLE UNTIL 1st FEB 2020
Full Conference Package from £435.00
per person
Day Delegate Rate from £109.00 per person

FIND OUT MORE:

www.acpme.ac.uk

Check out the video:
www.efi.com/M600
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the most common reason for the
reviews were thought to be for
‘cost saving reasons’ or ‘a review
of the business practices’.

KEEPING THE INPLANT RELEVANT, STRATEGIC AND

FIT FOR THE FUTURE
One of the many benefits of ACPME membership is the extensive network
of like-minded individuals in other universities and colleges, who share
common goals of keeping funds on campus and sharing best practice.
Being relevant is critical to survival and growing your service. Keeping
an eye on design, print and digital trends and developments has become
a key element in our roles, while supporting the core activities of
teaching, learning and research.

 The launch of the
‘Keeping the Inplant
Relevant, Strategic and
Fit for the Future’ toolkit
by Duncan Hurst, Director
of Media Services at Heriot
Watt University at the 2018
ACPME Conference at
Dunston Hall, Norwich.

No two institutions are the
same, neither are any two of our
member’s units. However, we
often all face the same common
challenges of keeping costs down,
delivering a balanced budget,
income generation, and delivering
added value. As we are often seen
as a non-core activity, we can
sometimes be seen as a
soft target for budget cuts
or rationalisations.

review were approached for
comment and asked a number
of questions such as:

Following the successful launch
at the ACPME 2018 conference of
the ‘Keeping the Inplant Relevant,
Strategic and Fit for the Future’
toolkit by Duncan Hurst, Director
of Media Services at Heriot Watt
University: it was felt that it might
be a good idea to take some
soundings from members who
have utilised this report.

• Did you use the ‘Keeping the
inplant relevant, strategic and
fit for the future’ toolkit?

A number of institutions who had
intimated that they were under

• Has your department been
put under review?
• Is this the first time it
has happened?
• Is there a strategic imperative
for the review e.g.: poor
performance, cost savings,
structural review?

• Which parts of the toolkit did
you find most useful ?
• What advice do you have for
any other departments which
are either about to be reviewed
or are under review?
The answers (which have been
anonymised) had a number of
common themes. In the main

While the time given to respond
to the reviews varied, members
commented that having Duncan’s
toolkit meant they were forearmed
with information and had great
starting points for their replies.
One commented that:
‘The spreadsheet provided is
great. It will save a lot of time
when looking at our cost base and
will help considerably in finding
out where we are and should
be financially.’
Another to: Which parts of the
toolkit did you find most useful?
‘We found the changing the
Inplant Perspective and Fighting
the Outsource Threat documents
most helpful. They gave us the
tools to display our true value to
the university.’
‘We showed our Campus Services
Director (who had little knowledge
of what we actually did because
of poor management and
misinformation from our previous
manager) the documents, and
working with him we came up with
various strategies to help prove to
the executive what an asset our
department is to the university.’
Interestingly the final question
What advice do you have
for any other departments which
are either about to be reviewed
or are under review? provided
some of the most interesting
responses and some of these
are included below.
‘I’m not going to lie, being told
you’re under review is a shock
and makes you feel worthless.
It’s very important to try and
maintain a level head when
emotions are running high.

Read the toolkit! The information in
it is invaluable. It will help focus on
what details about your department
you need to get across to
the executive.’
‘I’m sure all design and print
departments either think or used
to think that “the university couldn’t
cope if they closed us down”. The
reality is that if they do outsource
your department the “University”
wouldn’t notice for quite a while.
They will just see the cost savings
being promised by whatever
company came knocking on their
door. The people that would notice
would be the staff and students
that use your services directly.
There is a very high probability that
they would be negatively impacted
by the changes made to the way
they work. This is the point that has
to be pushed to the executive.
Your department has the interests
of the University in mind. It is
evident in everything you do and
is proven by the service your
customers receive. The company
that takes over has its profits
in mind and little else. Can the
university really risk putting its
reputation in the hands of a profit
driven company? Or is it best to
entrust its reputation to its own
staff with its shared goals
and values?’
‘Ensure you look at capacity and
utilisation. These are two key
areas that you need to base your
costs around. Calculate your
overheads and apportion across
your operation, ensuring you
have all your operating costs work
on a base uplift, ensuring you
are covering all your costs and if
allowed making a return to cover
future investments.’

‘Don’t panic! I can guarantee
that the people who are reviewing
you know very little or even
nothing about print. Therefore,
be prepared to make sure
you explain everything in the
tiniest detail and stand up for
yourself when they recommend
implementing processes that
you know won’t work in print
trade terms.
Use Duncan’s recommendations
and make them work for you – they
are an invaluable resource.’
Another key message from the
Board is that the group exists to
share best practice and support
it’s members, so if you find
yourselves and your department
under review; read Duncan’s
documents and ask the group
for advice; there’s a lot of very
good experience and knowledge
out there that could help.
One thing is for sure; if you haven’t
yet been under review at some
point, chances are you will be
in the future and this document
‘Keeping the Inplant Relevant,
Strategic and Fit for the Future’
toolkit helps you to prepare.

MOVING FORWARD
Moving forward if any other
members have any feedback
on how useful they may have
found the toolkit and would
like to share them with the
wider group please contact
me in confidence and I will
collate them and possibly
disseminate them in future
issues of Pages.
Martin Parker
ACPME Director & Scottish
Chair – Robert Gordon
University Aberdeen
T: 01224 262942
E: m.parker@rgu.ac.uk
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A D V E R T O R I A L

A D V E R T O R I A L

AUGMENTED REALITY FOR PRINT:

RETHINK STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT
At a time when competition between
Universities to engage and onboard future
students is higher than ever, how you
communicate with new and existing students,
build trust and retain their interest is key.

This challenge of engaging new
audiences at a time when there
is push back against the use
of digital marketing channels,
makes it even more challenging.
In a world of digitisation and
information overload, finding new
and innovative ways of cutting
through digital noise is important
and this poses a real challenge
for Marketers.

 Back in November
Konica Minolta sponsored
the ACPME Special
Interest Group Meeting
on ‘developing your inhouse creative team’ at
Loughborough University.
Having the opportunity
to present genARate and
discuss how to transform
the ways in which you can
engage with students and
wider audiences through
the use of Augmented
reality for print.

Popular customer opinion
reported by AdReaction,
reports that ads are becoming
increasingly intrusive with
69% of consumers surveyed
confirming this (n=14.00,
source), showing that consumers
are becoming more and more
opposed to online advertising.
These trends have resulted in a
resurgence of printed marketing
and advertising, which is
remaining a key aspect of the
marketing mix. The question
has always been ‘how can

printed items and products
complement digital initiatives?’
A unique and interesting way to
engage and impress consumers
with printed materials, is to
turn to augmented reality (AR),
specifically AR for Print. This
solution transforms printed
advertising messages and
products into engaging and
interactive communications.
USE THE POWER OF
AUGMENTED REALITY FOR
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
While AR is becoming
increasingly popular with users
worldwide (up from 34.7 to 42.9
million users in recent years), it
is now becoming more prevalent
in marketing. In a 2015 study,
26% of 478 marketing decisionmakers said that VR/AR would
have the biggest impact on
marketing by 2020 (n=478,
source). This perfectly aligns with
the insight of the target group

(namely the digital natives of
the millennial generation). In a
Google study, 84% of Millennials
said they do not trust traditional
advertising (n=136, source): they
are increasingly rejecting the idea
of one-directional, single channel
communication, and instead are
looking to be part of engaging,
bi-directional, multi-channel
marketing. And this is exactly
what AR makes possible.
AR for Print opens up the
possibility to enhance messaging
on physical items and materials
with digitally tailored information
to contextualise and enrich the
user experience. The ubiquity of
PCs and mobile devices and the
maturity of AR technology means
these augmented experiences
are available to take advantage
of right now.
AR for Print gives marketers
the ability to create messaging
that will stand out from the
crowd, as well as having the
ability to track the success
of printed direct marketing
campaigns, this opens up a
whole new world of opportunities.

GENARATE – PRINT.IN.MOTION
The genARate app (www.
konicaminolta.co.uk/en-gb/
genarate) developed by Konica
Minolta, helps to transform
printed messaging into
compelling AR content. One
of the biggest obstacles in
marketing is the lessening
attention span of the consumer,
and this could be overcome
with new, creative and engaging
means to excite users.
genARate is a flexible cloudbased AR solution that brings
printed materials to life. The
tool requires no programming
or previous knowledge. genARate
simply overlays digital content
(including; videos, animations
or 3D models) with printed
materials to create rich, new
media experiences. The user
simply points their phone or
tablet at a piece of genARate
print to experience
3D animations, video and
pictures as they burst into life.

genARate is designed to
make the creation of AR content
applicable and accessible to
everyone. Users can easily get
started with an effective plugand-play AR tool and a simple
drag-and-drop interface that
allows them to easily get started
with customizing AR experiences
for their customers. In short,
use genARate to reach out and
grab your audience’s attention
like never before, and create
content today that students will
remember tomorrow 

To find out more, go to:
www.konicaminolta.co.uk/
en-gb/genarate
or email us at
genarate@konicaminolta.
co.uk
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 The University of
Bristol have installed the
Xerox Iridesse providing
a game changer for the
workshop and designers
and enabling the team to
increase productivity.
Amanda Gallacher,
Print Services Manager,
says: ‘The press offers
speciality inks – white,
silver and clear, delivering
outstanding print effects
such as texture using the
clear ink and the ability to
print on coloured stock up
to 400gsm using white ink
as a base. The registration
of the press is so good
that the printed job can be
passed through the press
multiple times, either to
build up the layers or use a
multitude of different inks.
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The set-up of the machine
enables us to easily move
through the different types
of jobs experienced each
day, from lecture notes
to a high-end invitation
to a square back finished
booklet.

 The University of
Reading have installed
a Mimaki UCJV300160 with a two head
configuration giving
options for white and
UV varnish.
Dene Fletcher, Print &
Production Manager, says
‘Combined with the recent
acquisition of a rollover
mounting table, our spend
on external large format
has reduced significantly.

The press is extremely
reliable with output of 120
ppm and provides vibrancy
of colour, registration and
quality. It will enable us to
take on more complex and
larger print jobs, meeting
tight deadlines and
providing a cost-effective
solution especially for
short print runs.’

New investment has just
been made to enter into
the supply of work wear
for the University and the
commercial market with
the purchase of a twinhead Merlin embroidery
machine from GS UK. To
complement embroidery
they have also purchased
a Polyprint TexJet direct
to garment printer from
Amaya to enable white
and CMYK print on
cotton clothing.

It’s great to hear what you've been investing in, what your
plans are and what new services you're branching into.
Here’s a handful of the developments you’ve told us about.

Following this year’s conference
they also purchased a HP Z9
wide-format printer. The print room
staff ‘love the printer already – the
vertical trimmer accessory means
we are getting posters printed in
record time, with no need for manual
finishing.’ As a result they’ve been
able to offer a while-you-wait service
on posters, which customers love.

Recent projects include
a wall design for the
Chemistry reception
designed by Typography
students.

 Print Services at
The University of
Leicester, under the
leadership of
Ian Hickman, Head
of Print Services &
Institutional Supply,
are constantly looking to
add new revenue streams
to their wide portfolio
of services.

INVESTMENTS ACROSS
YOUR NETWORK

 Cardiff Metropolitan University
purchased an F-mark this year,
after first seeing it at the
Norwich conference in 2018.
Richard Ashdown, Print Services
Manager, says ‘The device is easy
to use, reliable, and has added value
to our SRA3 printing with a range of
custom cut flyers, business cards
and boxes that have all gone down
well with our customers. The ability
to create kiss-cut sheets of stickers
has been an unexpected bonus too,
helping to free up time on our wideformat vinyl printers.’

Now the majority of
internal and external
graphics as well as
signage are all produced
in-house.’

 Bishop Grosseteste
University have purchased
a Roland Cam 1 GS-24 to
complement their Roland
VersaCAMM.

spend limit before having
to go to a PAF.

Alan Stacey, Reprographics
Manager, says ‘It’s quicker,
easier to use and also a
dedicated cutter/plotter.

It a plotting area of
27 inches in old money, but
we mainly use 500mm or
270mm Soldark material from
Magic Touch.

Ex-demo – it cost a fraction
under our £1,000 inc VAT

We have increased orders
of kit for societies such as
joggers, t-shirts and hoodies.

After weeding it’s five
seconds under the heat press
and the job is done.
I have been impressed with
how intricate the cut is and
it takes the same cutting
blades as the VersaCAMM.’
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 The University of
Brighton had a refit of their
counter over Easter and
the main print over the
Summer.
Lorna MckannaMaulkin,Print Services
Manager, explains:
‘Our counter was extended
to include an extra
terminal, to cope with
busy periods, a finishing
area and lockers for our
student helpers.
We are a Canon print
room and upgraded
our Imagepress and
Colorwave to an
Imagepress C750 and a
Colorwave CW3700.
Our satellite student
counter, based in our
Art School, had an
Imagepress and a ipf640
We replaced them with
new equipment including
an Imagepress C750,
Colorwave CW3700 and a
Pro-4000.
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Our main print room was
completely refurbished
with new flooring,
repainted walls, lighting
and new electrics. Our
digital equipment was
upgraded. We now have
a C10000, Varioprint
VP6180 Titan, Imagepress
C750 and a Pro-4000.
With a bit of jiggery-pokery
I’ve managed to get a
Roland trueVIS SG-540
in my office!
Photos show delivery and
the first job of the Roland
– when we printed and
applied graphics to the
University bus for PRIDE.
This machine, with extra
capacity and a cutter,
transforms what we can
do with external banners,
window graphics...’

 Glasgow University Photographic
Unit were successful in a capital bid
to upgrade their Digital Hasselblad
lenses for our digitisation and
University collections photography.
They also purchased a specialist
28mm F:4 lens and a 50mm F:3.5.
Stephen McCann, Head of The
Photographic Unit, explains:
‘These wide angle lenses offer
superb optics and deliver a
fantastically sharp and detailed
image when being digitised. This
allows the

unit to offer a quality single capture
of many large plans and maps that
weren’t able to be shot without
being stitched together. The lenses
cost in the region of £4,000.00
each and this investment allows
our Unit the flexibility to undertake
more detailed photography on much
larger originals.
We also purchased 10 Eizo
colourEdge CG279X 27-Inch
monitors. These top-of-the-range
monitors allow us the ability to
have a departmental control of the
monitor calibration process so
we can move seamlessly
to any monitor in the
department seeing
an image exactly
the same way
displayed
as on your
desk to the

photographic
studio. Using
them our
photographs
will be colour
correct
every time.
Thanks to the
pre-installed
HDR presets for
HLG and PQ gamma,
this new monitor is optimally
equipped for professional use
in video post-production, preprinting and image processing.
The improved, built-in sensor with
a validation function makes the
CG279X the top choice for
pre-press work.
The monitors have a retail value
of £1,700.00 each.
We bought all the new equipment
from Wex, our photographic supplier
partner, and hope to have them
involved at the 2020 ACPME
Annual Conference.

Print & Design
Solutions, at
The University of
Sheffield, have recently
installed new high-volume
print production equipment
from Konica Minolta. The
installation comprises two
colour digital presses from
the AccurioPress Series and
two black and white bizhub
PRO 1100 presses.

at a speed of 100 A4 pages
and 55 A3 pages per minute
with a resolution of 1200
x 1200 dpi thanks to the
implementation of state-ofthe-art LED print heads.

The digital presses have copy,
scan and print functionality.
The colour machines print in
CMYK at a speed of 71 pages
per minute at A4 and 39
pages per minute at A3.
It supports media weight of
62 to 350gsm in sizes up to
A3, SRA3 and banner size
330 x 700mm. The black
and white machines print

Files are sent to print via
the EFI Fiery Rip server
using command workstation
that provides industryleading performance,
colour accuracy, imposition
software and usability that
enhances the quality and
efficiency of digital printing.
Added to this the machines
are environmentally friendly.

All parts and empty
toner cartridges are sent
to Konica Minolta for remanufacturing or recycling.
Paul Tetley, Print & Design
Solutions Manager, said:
‘We are delighted to be
working with new partners
Konica Minolta. The
new machines provide
outstanding and consistent
print quality, enhanced
scanning performance
and advanced media
handling. The new investment
is part of our vision to be
up-to-date with the latest
technology, equipment and
I.T. solutions to support the
University’s objectives and
sustainability strategy.’

Got new equipment too?
Let ACPME know. It’ll help other members know what you can offer
and to see where partnerships might be formed.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

A D V E R T O R I A L

IN A WORLD WHERE PRINT IS OFTEN COMMODITISED, FITTING IN ISN’T WISE.

STANDING OUT?
NOW THAT’S BRILLIANT.
Kevin talks going the Extra Mile with Xerox and CMYK+
There is thought in certain quarters that print may
have had its day, swamped by the digital revolution
and a world only interested in online. Well, reports
of its demise have been greatly exaggerated,
print continues to remain a key and tangible
communication method for the 21st century.
 Kevin O’Donnell
Xerox Head of Marketing – Graphic
Communications and Production
Systems, United Kingdom and Ireland

Digital print has always had the
ability to produce short runs,
fast, providing business and
consumers the ability to print
on demand, and in today’s fast
moving world that has never been
more desirable, an ability to react
immediately to client demands
or changes in market conditions
offers significant competitive
advantage both to you and your
customers. In addition, an added
and increasingly important
environmental element lies in
digital prints ability to be recycled
and to produce only what is
required, when it’s required; this
capability is the bedrock of digital
print, Print On Demand.
But today when customers
decide to print, they really want
something special, something

This resurgence is centred around digital print which
is predicted to rise by 15% to 895 billion pages1, but
a growth number alone isn’t much good unless we
understand what’s driving it.

that makes their work standout
from the crowd. The use of
embellishments is predicted to
grow by 27% CAGR from 2015
to 2020 reaching 25 billion
pages by 20202 as designers,
customers and consumers look
for eye catching effects that
really stand out from the norm of
CMYK, but these embellishments
have to be both cost efficient to
design and to produce.
The Xerox Iridesse™ Press
offers not just CMYK but the
ability to include additional
colours in a single pass with no
loss of quality, registration or
productivity. The Xerox Iridesse
currently offers gold, silver, white
and clear options which can be
used as a spot colour to highlight
areas of the page, add value with

1 Infotrends - Global Production Printing & Copying Market Forecast 2015- 2020.
2 Keypoint Intelligence - Beyond CMYK: The Use of Special Effects in Digital Printing, 2016

gold or silver, use the white on
darker substrates and clear to
create digital watermarks, plus
a host of creative uses. But,
the real WOW factor is when
combining gold and or silver
with CMYK to create iridescent
metallic effects, to give eye
catching design effects just not
possible before.
Let’s now also state the quality
of today’s digital print and the
range of substrates and papers,
particularly creative uncoated
with a textured finish is in line
with what clients, designers
and brands expect. On-brand
accurate colour, automatically
monitored for consistency
across a page, a job and across
time. Xerox Iridesse™ will print
on media up to 400gsm and

up to 1.2meters in length and
also supports a wide range of
substrates, the breadth of print
application able to be produced
in house is especially engaging.
For example, the press supports
coated and uncoated papers,
bright papers, dark substrates,
labels, business cards, glossy
brochures, window decals,
durable/synthetic papers,
greeting cards, tabs, embossed
stocks, polyester substrates and
many other custom solutions.
With these capabilities
production of a wider range
of print work can be achieved
economically in-house.
A case in point can be found at
the University of Leicester where
Ian Hickman, Head of Print
Services, has re-invigorated
the service with his new press
‘Our Xerox Iridesse provided
us with the confidence to
remove our litho press, since
the change we’ve been able to
continue to provide high quality
print and with the strength,
accuracy and consistency of
the colours including difficult
colours like grey, jobs from
page 1 to the last page with no
variation give us the confidence
to take on more work’

Digital print technologies
continue to develop and offer
new CMYK+ capabilities
providing clients, creative
and design communities new
opportunities to make their work
really stand out from the crowd
and get noticed.

Xerox technologies give you
stunning new ways to deliver
creative ideas in print and if you
want to find out more then visit
www.xerox.com/creative to hear
from designers and businesses
already working successfully
beyond CMYK and those recently
inspired. Learn about new digital
print embellishment techniques,
new ways of collaborating, and,
best of all, new opportunities
that will inspire more brilliant
print creative 
 University of Leicester
Print Services’ game-changing
Xerox Iridesse

Are words
worth
more in
silver?

‘With the new CMYK+
capabilities we are attracting
new and higher margin work,
for us gold is the most popular
so far and with the Universities
Centenary approaching demand
is rising’
‘We have ensured we are fully
engaged with our creative
department. It is important to
get new design ideas because
through them it enables us to
attract new business.’

Xerox® Iridesse® Production Press
See the value beyond CMYK by printing silver,
gold, clear and white in a single pass.
xerox.co.uk/iridesse
©2019 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. Xerox,® Iridesse® and “Made To Think” are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States
and/or other countries.
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It was lovely to see you all again and to be able to catch
up but also I thought it was a great meeting which was
very informative and gave us all a chance to understand
what others do with the Skyline system and also to give
Chris a bit of a grilling over things we aren’t happy with
–specifically the CALENDAR!!!!
Thank you for arranging a lovely night out on Wednesday
too. It was good to see a little bit more of Glasgow and
the meal and company were just great.
Carol Mathison, Head of Printing
and Stationery (Acting)
– University of the West of England

Many thanks too to Chris– great summary that reflects
the day well. Your support and commitment to improving
the service and delivering relevant features that we, your
customers, are keen to explore is a credit to you and the
team working on the project/s.
Chris Jones, Estimator
– University of Wolverhampton

A GRAND SETTING FOR A PRODUCTIVE

SKYLINE USER-MEETING
Following on from the University of Brighton’s and University of Bristol’s
successful Skyline (from ePrint) user days, ACPME members gathered
at the University of Glasgow with Raymond and his team. They talked
further product development and web submission with the supplier.
Here are a handful of the email comments.

 Raymond Dickson,
Print Unit Supervisor
– University of Glasgow
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Just a big thank you for hosting this meeting
and the wonderful reception. Also many
thanks to Chris for coming along to hear our
thoughts again. I think we can all agree it’s
great to have such a good line of
communication with a supplier, which is of
great benefit to us all. Looking forward to
the next event in May, thank you Gae for
putting us up!
Tim Johnson, Digital Technical
Specialist & Operations Supervisor
– University of Brighton

 Three pages of summary
followed the meeting from
Chris Camp of ePrint

Thank You to you and all of your staff for
the warm hospitality we received yesterday.
It was great to meet people from other
universities and good to know that although
we use a different system of web to print,
that we all have the same issues!
Anytime you’re passing, please feel free
to pop in.
Anne Aldridge, Print Technician
– Glasgow Caledonian University

Just wanted to thank you and your team for your
excellent hospitality Wednesday and Thursday,
you were a very generous host.
The SIG meeting has given me a valuable insight
into how you guys have successfully implemented
Skyline, all at different stages so the daunting
task I wasn’t really looking forward to over the
next few months now seems exciting and a
challenge to embrace!
My colleagues in Bath are in awe of the beautiful
campus you have in Glasgow and from speaking
to you it is obvious how proud you are!
I’ll keep you updated on my progress in the
coming months.
Steve Hall, Digital Print Team Leader
– University of Bath
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KYOCERA puts knowledge to work.
Our goal is to helps educators and students connect. With smarter technologies
for print, document and management, we help information ﬂow and foster the
learning process.
Our easy-to-use and ultra-reliable technologies reduce the time spent on
printing, copying and scanning.

OUR 2019 SPONSORS
The members of the ACPME express their sincere
thanks to all conference sponsors. We hope to welcome
you to #ACPMEConf20 at Belton Woods in Lincolnshire.

SILVER SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

Leaving more time for teaching and learning.
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE/FE sector.
Ensure our readers
are best informed
about your company’s
hottest products and
latest news…
There will be an
electronic version in
March 2020.
The next printed issue
will be published
in August 2020.
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Executive Committee meetings

Special Interest Group meetings

Your Board will be meeting on
18 & 19 March 2020. If you have
any topics you would like discussed
or suggestions, please send them
to Lorna Mckanna-Maulkin, ACPME
Secretary, for inclusion at the meeting:

Pick up the baton and give hosting
a SIG a go – you just need to be prepared
to table a discussion or present briefly on
any aspect of design, photography, video
or print. It will showcase your university
and get you known to the group.

CHAIR
ALISON FREER

SCOTTISH CHAIR
MARTIN PARKER

Loughborough University

Robert Gordon University

01509 222190

01224 262942

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

VICE-CHAIR
STEPHEN MCCANN

DIRECTOR
DAVID AITKEN

Scottish ACPME Regional meetings

Some costs will be covered by ACPME.
This could include third-party
specialist training.

University of Glasgow

Forth Valley College

The date and venue of the next meeting
is to be confirmed. Watch out for the
emails. All ACPME members are welcome.

0141 330 8373

01324 403117

If you have an idea for a SIG meeting
and/or would like to host an event
please email Lorna, ACPME Secretary:

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

david.aitken@forthvalley.ac.uk

For details contact Martin:
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

SECRETARY
LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN

DIRECTOR
RICHARD ASHDOWN

University of Brighton

Cardiff Metropolitan University

01273 642790

029 2020 1135

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

rashdown@cardiffmet.ac.uk

TREASURER
IAN HICKMAN

DIRECTOR
CARL CALVERT

University of Leicester

Nottingham Trent University

0116 223 1515

0115 848 2471

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

carl.calvert@ntu.ac.uk

Trade events
2020 ACPME Annual Conference

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team is working on…?
Contact Darren on
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

KNOW US, LIKE US

FOLLOW US
Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to get involved:

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

B E LT O N W O O D S
Belton Woods,
Lincolnshire
JOIN US FOR
31 May– 3CREATIVE
June 2020CLIMATES
Enjoyed Cheshire and can’t wait for
more or are thinking of attending our
conference for the first time? Whichever
way – book early to avoid disappointment.
ACPME ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2020

STOP PRESS!
MEMBERS SCOOP MORE SWAG

INDUSTRY AWARDS
Loughborough University recently collected
Winner of Best Marketing Collateral at the Digital
Printer Awards 2019 for their for A Level Results
Day Lanyard.
If you're going to enter the ACPME Awards
why not enter other awards competitions too?
You've already written the submission and here's
further proof you can make waves outside Higher
Education circles too. It’s great for your team
and for your university.

Why not join us at one of these trade
shows. Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet up for
a chat and a coffee.
Packaging Innovations 2020
packagingbirmingham.com
26–27 February 2020
NEC, Birmingham
The Photography and Video Show
www.photographyshow.com/
14–17 March 2020
NEC, Birmingham

DIRECTOR
JUSTIN GOUGH

Fespa Global Print Expo 2020
www.fespaglobalprintexpo.com
24–27 March 2020

0121 331 7758
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JOIN US
FOR

CREATIVE
CLIMATES

2020 ACPME CONFERENCE
B E LTO N W O O D S

LINCOLNSHIRE
S U N 3 1 M AY – W E D 3 J U N E
ANOTHER INSPIRING ADVENTURE
W I T H YO U R AC P M E CO L L E AG U E S

